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        MINUTES     
REGULAR MEETING  

BOARD OF ALDERMEN 
RIVERSIDE, MISSOURI 

 
Tuesday, December 4, 2018 

 
 

The Board of Aldermen for the City of Riverside, Missouri, met in regular session in the Board 
of Aldermen Chambers at City Hall, 2950 NW Vivion Road, Riverside, Missouri, on Tuesday, 
December 4, 2018. 
 
Mayor Rose called the regular meeting to order at 6:15 p.m. Those in attendance were Mayor 
Kathy Rose, Aldermen Aaron Thatcher, Jill Hammond, Mike Fuller, Sal LoPorto, and Al 
Bowman.  
 
Alderman Nathan Cretsinger was absent. 

 
Also present were City Administrator Brian Koral, City Clerk Robin Kincaid, Community 
Development Director Mike Duffy, Human Resource Manager Amy Strough, Chief Chris 
Skinrood, Fire Chief Gordon Fowlston, and City Engineer Travis Hoover.  Also present was City 
Attorney Paul Campo. 
 
MOTION TO ENTER INTO  Alderman Thatcher moved that the meeting go into closed 
CLOSED @ 6:15 P.M.  session pursuant to RSMo 610.021 (1) Legal Action and 

litigation, RSMo 610.021 (2) Leasing, purchase or sale of real 
estate where public knowledge might adversely affect legal 
consideration, and RSMo 610.021(3) hiring, firing, disciplining or 
promoting a particular employee, when personal information 
about the employee is discussed, second by Alderman LoPorto. 

  Yes: Thatcher, LoPorto, Bowman, Hammond, and Fuller. 
  Motion carried 5-0. 
 
MOTION TO ADJOURN Alderman Thatcher moved at 6:59 p.m. to adjourn closed  
CLOSED @ 6:59 P.M. session with no action taken, second by Alderman Hammond. 

Yes: Thatcher, Hammond, Bowman, Fuller, and LoPorto. 
    Motion carried 5-0. 
 
Mayor Rose called the Regular Session Meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. 
 
Those in attendance were Mayor Kathy Rose, Aldermen Al Bowman, Sal LoPorto, Mike Fuller, 
Aaron Thatcher, and Jill Hammond. 
 
Alderman Nathan Cretsinger was absent. 
 
Also present were City Administrator Brian Koral, City Clerk Robin Kincaid, Public Works 
Director Tom Wooddell, City Engineer Travis Hoover, Police Chief Chris Skinrood, Fire Chief 
Gordon Fowlston, Community Development Director Mike Duffy, and Human Resources 
Manager Amy Strough.  Also present was City Attorney Paul Campo. 
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PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE     Mayor Rose led the Pledge of Allegiance.  
 
PUBLIC COMMENT None. 
 
PRESENTATION Brad Cole with Missouri American Water presented the Fire 

Department with a grant award for $1,200.00 to purchase two 
water rescue suits. 

 
CONSENT AGENDA Alderman Thatcher moved to approve the consent agenda as 

presented, second by Alderman LoPorto.    
 Yes: Thatcher, LoPorto, Bowman, Fuller, and Hammond. 
    Motion carried 5-0. 
 
MINUTES OF 11-20-18 Alderman Thatcher moved to approve the minutes of the 

November 20, 2018 regular meeting, second by Alderman 
LoPorto. 

 Yes: Thatcher, LoPorto, Bowman, Fuller, and Hammond. 
    Motion carried 5-0. 
 
RESOLUTION 2018-100 Alderman Thatcher moved to approve Resolution 2018-100 
Bill Pay authorizing the expenditure of funds for fiscal year 2018- 
 2019, for week ending November 23RD and November 30TH in the 

amount of $304,002.16, second by Alderman LoPorto. 
 Yes: Thatcher, LoPorto, Bowman, Fuller, and Hammond. 

Motion carried 5-0. 
 
 
RESOLUTION 2018-101 Alderman Thatcher moved to approve Resolution 2018-101 
Emergency Equipment  authorizing purchase of emergency equipment for two 2018 

Dodge Ram 2500 vehicles in an amount not to exceed 
$39,214.00, second by Alderman LoPorto. 

 Yes: Thatcher, LoPorto, Bowman, Fuller, and Hammond. 
Motion carried 5-0. 

 
REGULAR AGENDA 
 
BILL NO. 2018-062  City Clerk Robin Kincaid gave first reading of Bill No. 2018-062.   
Chapter 100 Bonds - Link Community Development Director Mike Duffy explained that this 

bill for Chapter 100 Bonds for the Link Real Estate LLC facility 
project. 
Alderman Thatcher moved to accept first reading and place Bill 
No. 2018-062 on second and final reading, second by Alderman  

 LoPorto. 
Yes: Thatcher, LoPorto, Hammond, Bowman, and Fuller. 

    Motion carried 5-0. 
    Alderman Hammond moved to approve Bill 2018-062 and enact  
    said bill as ordinance, second by Alderman Bowman. 

Yes: Hammond, Bowman, Fuller, LoPorto, and Thatcher. 
    Motion carried 5-0. 
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BILL NO. 2018-063  City Clerk Robin Kincaid gave first reading of Bill No. 2018-063.  
Part-time Court Clerk Hire Alderman Thatcher moved to accept first reading and place Bill 

No. 2018-063 on second and final reading, second by Alderman  
 Hammond. 

Yes: Thatcher, Hammond, LoPorto, Fuller, and Bowman. 
    Motion carried 5-0. 
    Alderman Hammond moved to approve Bill 2018-063 and enact  
    said bill as ordinance, second by Alderman Bowman. 

Yes: Hammond, Bowman, Thatcher, Fuller, and LoPorto. 
    Motion carried 5-0. 
 
CITY ADMINISTRATOR City Administrator Brian Koral discussed the January 2019 

meetings and following Board discussions, meetings will be on 
January 8th and 15th.  The April 2, 2019 General Municipal Election 
filings begin Tuesday, December 11th at 8:00 a.m.   

 The Senior Christmas Dinner was today and it went very well and 
a team effort by all departments working together.   
Brian read an email received from a resident sharing their 
appreciation for the work of the Public Works Department during 
the recent snow events in our city.  Alderman LoPorto reported 
that his neighbors commented about our schools being able to be 
open when many remained closed due to the roads, which is a 
testament to our Public Works crew and their work.  Mayor Rose 
thanked the crew as well, for clearing the sidewalk quickly and 
efficiently from city hall to the high school, so the children could 
stay safe walking.   

 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT Nothing to report. 
 
ENGINEERING Nothing to report. 
 
FINANCE Nothing to report. 
  
FIRE Fire Chief Gordon Fowlston thanked the Public Works Department 

for their help on Sunday during the snow event, for getting their 
truck out, that was stuck in an apartment complex parking lot. 
Santa will be out on the fire truck on Saturday, December 15th.   
.  

POLICE Chief Chris Skinrood stated this Sunday is the Shop with a Cop at 
Wal-Mart at 8:30 a.m.  

   
PUBLIC WORKS Nothing to report. 
   
LEVEE BOARD City Engineer Travis Hoover explained that required camera 

testing that must be done annually has previously cost about 
$2,000 each year and in trying to cut expenses, this year they 
purchased the equipment to do the camera testing themselves for 
approximately $2,000.  Our next meeting is December 19th.  
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MAYOR’S DISCUSSION Mayor Rose stated that it is such a fun time of year.  There was a 
wonderful turnout for the Annual Christmas Tree Lighting last 
Thursday, many residents and their children attended and again, a 
big thank you to Public Works for all the beautiful lights and 
additional lights all around the welcome plaza.  You did a great 
job, thank you.  The city employee dinner was Sunday night, we 
have some beautiful pictures from that night and we had a fun 
time.  Today was the Senior Dinner, it was very appreciated and 
we had great attendance for that.  Friday we have the PCEDC 
luncheon and we will be honoring Velocity.  The Riverside 
Chamber party is Dec. 13th at the Argosy. 

   
BOARD OF ALDERMEN Alderman Hammond – Gave a report on the School Redistricting 

Party that was held for their neighborhood and Jill thanked Mayor 
Rose for attending and her help forwarding the information to the 
appropriate people.  I want to thank Tom and his team, Upper 
Gatewoods area trash was missed on the regular trash day over 
the Thanksgiving holiday and on a Sunday, when the storm was 
starting, WCA brought a truck out and got all the trash picked up.  
The neighbors were very thankful.  Also, we want to thank Tom for 
getting his guys out to clear a long stretch of sidewalk that was 
very icy and snowy for a neighbor that must use crutches to walk 
to the bus stop, it was greatly appreciated. 

 
Alderman Bowman – Thanks for two great meals this week.  

 
Alderman Fuller – The Senior Dinner was a great time, seeing all 
the neighbors and all.  
 
Alderman Thatcher – Nothing to report. 

 
Alderman LoPorto – Nothing to report. 
    

MOTION TO ADJOURN Alderman Bowman moved to adjourn the meeting at 7:23 p.m., 
second by Alderman LoPorto. 

 Yes:  Bowman, LoPorto, Hammond, Fuller, and Thatcher. 
 Motions carried 5-0.   
  
 
 
        _____________________________ 
          Robin Kincaid, City Clerk 





















  RESOLUTION NO.  R – 2018-103 
 

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE PURCHASE OF AUTO AND LIABILITY INSURANCE 
FROM THE MISSOURI PUBLIC ENTITY RISK MANAGEMENT FUND INSURANCE COMPANY 
FOR THE ANNUAL PREMIUM RENEWAL IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $66,158.00. 
 

WHEREAS, the City of Riverside has a need for auto and liability insurance coverage on all 
city owned vehicles and property; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the City of Riverside in the adoption of its purchasing policy requires all 
expenditures in excess of $10,000 to be presented to the Board of Aldermen for approval and the 
City’s insurance carrier for auto and liability insurance has presented an invoice in the amount of 
$66,158.00 for annual renewal (for a six-month period for alignment with our fiscal year) of such 
insurance coverage; and  

 
WHEREAS, funds for such purpose were budgeted in the Fiscal Year 2018-2019 budget; 

and 
 
WHEREAS, the Board of Aldermen find it is in the best interest of the citizens of the City of 

Riverside to authorize acquisition and renewal of such insurance coverage and approve the 
payment to Missouri Public Entity Risk Management Fund (MoPerm) for auto and liability insurance 
coverage for the City of Riverside, in an amount not to exceed $66,158.00.   

 
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF THE CITY 

OF RIVERSIDE, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS: 

THAT, the acquisition and renewal of such insurance coverage and payment to Missouri 
Public Entity Risk Management Fund (MoPerm) for auto and liability insurance coverage, in an 
amount not to exceed $66,158.00 is hereby authorized and approved; and 

  
FURTHER THAT the Mayor, City Administrator, or either of their designees, are hereby 

authorized to execute all documents necessary or incidental to this transaction and the City Clerk is 
authorized to attest thereto. 
 

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Aldermen and APPROVED by the Mayor of 
the City of Riverside, Missouri, the 18th day of December, 2018. 
 
 
 
       ________________________________ 
       Mayor Kathleen L. Rose 
 
 
ATTEST: 
 
_____________________________ 
Robin Kincaid, City Clerk 

 





 
 
        RESOLUTION NO. R-2018-104 

 
 
A RESOLUTION DECLARING CERTAIN PARKS EQUIPMENT TO BE SURPLUS, 
AND AUTHORIZING ITS DISPOSAL 

 
WHEREAS, the City of Riverside finds itself in possession of certain parks equipment 

that is no longer needed for City operations. 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF 
THE CITY OF RIVERSIDE, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS: 

 THAT the equipment listed on the attached Surplus List (“Equipment”) is declared 
surplus. The Equipment shall be disposed in a manner determined by the City Administrator, or 
his designee, including sale by receipt of sealed bids, public auction, Internet auction, negotiated 
sale, or donation to a governmental entity, provided however, that if there is no reasonable 
market value (i.e., the property is worth little of significance) then the equipment may be 
recycled or discarded.  
 

FURTHER THAT the Mayor, the City Administrator, and other appropriate City 
officials are hereby authorized to take any and all actions as may be deemed necessary or 
convenient to carry out and comply with the intent of this Resolution and to execute and deliver 
for and on behalf of the City all certificates, instruments, agreements and other documents, as 
may be necessary or convenient to perform all matters herein authorized.  
 
 

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Riverside, 
Missouri, the ____ day of December 2018. 
 
 
 
 
      __________________________  
      Mayor Kathleen L. Rose 
ATTEST:  
 
 
____________________________  
Robin Kincaid, City Clerk 
 
 



 
SURPLUS LIST 

 
PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT 
 SWINGS 
 PLAY STRUCTURES  
 BENCHES 
 DIGGERS 
 ROCKERS 
 LOG ROLL  
 
ALUMINUM FENCING 
 
PICNIC TABLES  
 
BASEBALL BACKSTOP  
 
STONE COLUMNS  
 
WOOD TRELLISES 
 
DRINKING FOUNTAIN  
 
BLEACHERS 
 
BARBEQUE GRILLS 
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BILL NO: 2018-064      ORDINANCE NO:___________ 
 
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 250 AS IT RELATES TO THE 
MANAGEMENT OF THE CITY’S RIGHT-OF-WAY AND PERMITTING OF SMALL 
WIRELESS FACILITIES. 

 

 WHEREAS, the City has previously regulated the construction and deployment of 
telecommunications facilities and other similar facilities through a variety of ordinances and 
practices; and  

 WHEREAS, in the 2018 Legislative Session, the 101st Missouri General Assembly 
approved, and the Governor signed into law, House Bill 1991 with an effective date for a 
majority of the provisions of January 1, 2019; and  

WHEREAS, House Bill 1991 amended and added certain provisions to the Missouri 
Revised Statutes relating to the City’s authority to regulate the construction and deployment of 
small wireless facilities; and  

 WHEREAS, the Federal Communications Commission did release on September 27, 
2018 FCC-18-133 titled Accelerating Wireless Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers to 
Infrastructure Investment; and  

 WHEREAS, FCC-18-133 contained both a declaratory ruling and order regarding the 
City’s authority to regulate the construction and deployment of small wireless facilities; and  

 WHEREAS, it is the intent and desire of the Board of Aldermen of the City of Riverside, 
Missouri to amend and revise the Municipal Code of the City of Riverside, Missouri to conform 
with both HB 1991 and FCC-18-133 to encourage the deployment of small wireless facilities 
within the City in a manner that (1) protects the right-of-way as a unique and physically limited 
resource critical to the travel and transportation of persons and property in the City; (2) manages 
the right-of-way to ensure that the right-of-way remains accessible for public uses including the 
partial occupancy of the right-of-way by utilities and public service entities, which enhance the 
health, welfare, and economic well-being of the City and its citizens; (3) promotes competition, 
securing higher quality services for the citizens of the City and consumers at large; and (4) does 
not materially inhibit the provision of telecommunications services.  

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF 
THE CITY OF RIVERSIDE, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS: 

 
SECTION 1 – INCORPORATION OF WHEREAS CLAUSES. That the whereas 

clauses stated above are hereby specifically incorporated into this ordinance by reference herein.  

 SECTION 2 – AMENDMENTS. That Section 250.070(K) of the Municipal Code of the 
City of Riverside, Missouri is hereby amended to read as follows:  
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Section 250.070 Location of Facilities. 

K. Limited Space. The city shall have the power to prohibit or limit the placement or new or 
additional equipment within the right-of-way if there is insufficient space to 
accommodate all of the request of potential ROW users. In making such decisions, the 
city shall strive to the extent possible to accommodate all existing and potential users of 
the right-of-way, but shall be guided primarily by considerations of the public interest, 
public health and safety, the public’s priority needs for the particular utility service, the 
condition of the right-of-way, the time of the year with respect to essential utilities, the 
protection of existing equipment in the right-of-way, and future city plans for public 
improvements and development projects which have been determined to be in the public 
interest. The design and location of all equipment and facilities shall be subject to the 
review and approval of the city. To ensure that the right-of-way remains accessible for 
public uses, to mimize visual obstrusive of equipment and facilities, and allow for 
adequate city maintenance of the right-of-way, a new utility pole and any new ground 
mounted eqiupment associated with the new utility pole shall not be installed within one 
hundred and fifty feet of another utility pole or other ground mounted equipment on the 
same side of the right-of-way. Should a ROW user seek to replace a utility pole, said 
replacement utility pole shall be sited within ten feet of the currently, existing utility pole 
and shall not be subject to the spacing requirements set forth in this subsection. The 
spacing requirement set forth in this subsection may be waived or altered by the city upon 
the ROW-user establishing good cause as to why said spacing requirement shall be 
waived or altered.  

SECTION 3 – NEW ARTICLE. That the Municipal Code of the City of Riverside, 
Missouri, is hereby amended by adding an article, to be number Article X, Small Wireless 
Facilities, to Chapter 250 which reads as follows: 

ARTICLE X. SMALL WIRELESS FACILITIES  

Section 250.1000. Intent, Preemption, and Sunset.  

(a) Purpose. Consistent with the requirements of the Uniform Small Wireless Facility 
Deployment Act, Section 67.5110, et seq., RSMo, and in anticipation of a continued 
increased demand for the placement of small wireless facilities of the type regulated by 
the Uniform Small Wireless Facility Deployment Act and this article both within the 
public rights-of-way and in other locations within the jurisdiction of the city, the Board of 
Aldermen of the City of Riverside, Missouri, has found it to be in the best interests of the 
public health, safety, and general welfare of the city to adopt the regulations set forth in 
this article in order to establish generally applicable standards for the permitting, location 
, construction, deployment, regulation, operation, maintenance, repair, concealment and 
removal of small wireless facilities both within the public rights-of-way and in other 
locations within the jurisdiction of the city.  

(b) Intent. Sections 250.1000 through 250.1005 of the Municipal Code of the City of 
Riverside, Missouri is intended to encourage and streamline the deployment of small 
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wireless facilities, as herein defined, to help ensure that robust and dependable wireless 
radio-based communication services and networks are available throughout the City of 
Riverside while also protecting the health, safety, and welfare of the public and the 
limited public resource that is the public right-of-way. Specifically, the article is intended 
to:  

(1) Facilitate orderly construction and maintenance of facilities in the right-of-way, 
reduce the damage to the facilities of rights-of-way users, and minimize disruption of 
service to the citizens of the city; 

(2) Manage the right-of-way to allow efficient location of small wireless facilities and 
maximize services to the citizens of the city;  

(3) Allow for the maximum utilization of the rights-of-way to meet the demands due to 
technical innovations. 

(4) Encourage responsible construction and maintenance practices in the city rights-of-
way. 

(5) Ensure that regulation of small wireless facilities does not have the effect of 
prohibiting the provision of personal wireless services, and does not unreasonably 
discriminate among functionally equivalent providers of such service; 

(6) Prevent interference with the facilities, maintenance, and operations of the city’s 
utilities and of other utilities lawfully located both within the public rights-of-way and 
in other locations within the city; and  

(7) Enhance the ability of providers of communication services to provide such services 
to the community quickly, effectively, and efficiently 

(c) Preemption. Notwithstanding any ordinance to the contrary, the procedures set forth in 
this article shall be applicable to small wireless facilities existing or installed, built or 
modified after the effective date of this article to the fullest extent permitted by law. No 
provision of this article shall apply to any circumstances in which such application shall 
be unlawful under superseding federal or state law. Furthermore, if any section, 
subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or portion of this article is now or in the future 
superseded or preempted by state or federal law or found by a court of competent 
jurisdiction to be unauthorized, such provision shall be automatically interpreted and 
applied as required by law. 

(d) Sunset. This article shall expire on January 1, 2021, except that for small wireless 
faclities already permitted or collocated on authority poles prior to such date, the rate set 
forth in section 250.1003(g) for collocation of small wireless facilities on authority poles 
shall remain effective for the duration of the permit authorizing the collocation. 

Section 250.1001. Definitions  

As used in this article, the following terms shall have the following meanings: 
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“Act” means the Uniform Small Wireless Facility Deployment Act, Section 67.5110, et 
seq., RSMo; 

“Antenna”, communications equipment that transmits or receives electromagnetic radio 
frequency signals used in the provision of wireless services; 

“Applicable Codes”, uniform building, fire, electrical, plumbing, or mechanical codes 
adopted by a recognized national code organization or local amendments to such codes 
enacted to prevent physical property damage or reasonably foreseeable injury to persons; 

“Applicant”, any person who submits an application and is a wireless provider; 

“Application”, a request submitted by an applicant to an authority for a permit to 
collocate small wireless facilities on a utility pole or wireless support structure, or to 
approve the installation, modification, or replacement of a utility pole; 

“Authority Pole” a utility pole owned, managed, or operated by or on behalf of an 
authority, but such term shall not include municipal electric utility distribution pole or 
facilities; 

“Collocate” or “Collocation”, to install, mount, maintain, modify, operate, or replace 
small wireless facilities on or immediately adjacent to a wireless support structure or 
utility pole, provided that the small wireless facility antenna is located on the wireless 
support structure or utility pole; 

“Decorative Pole”, an authority pole that is specially designed and placed for aesthetic 
purposes; 

“Director”, the Community Development Director; 

“Fee”, a one-time, nonrecurring charge; 

“Permit”, a written authorization required by an authority to perform an action or initiate, 
continue, or complete a project; 

“Rate”, a recurring charge; 

“Right-of-Way”, the area on, below, or above a public roadway, highway, street, 
sidewalk, alley, or similar property used for public travel, but not including a federal 
interstate highway, railroad right-of-way, or private easement; 

“Small Wireless Facility”, a wireless facility that meets both of the following 
qualifications: 

Each wireless provider’s antenna could fit within an enclosure of no more than six (6) 
cubic feet in volume; and 

All other equipment associated with the wireless facility, whether ground or pole 
mounted, is cumulatively no more than twenty-eight (28) cubic feet in volume, provided 
that no single piece of equipment on the utility pole shall exceed nine (9) cubic feet in 
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volume; and no single piece of ground mounted equipment shall exceed fifteen (15) cubic 
feet in volume, exclusive of equipment required by an electric utility or municipal electric 
utility to power the small wireless facility. 

The following types of associated ancillary equipment shall not be included in the 
calculation of equipment volume:  electric meter, concealment elements, 
telecommunications demarcation box, grounding equipment, power transfer switch, cut-
off switch, and vertical cable runs and related conduit for the connection of power and 
other services; 

“Utility Pole”, a pole or similar structure that is or may be used in whole or in part by or 
for wireline communications, electric distribution, lighting, traffic control, signage, or a 
similar function, or for the collocation of small wireless facilities; provided, however, 
such term shall not include wireless support structures, electric transmission structures, or 
breakaway poles owned by the state highways and transportation commission; 

“Wireless Facility”, equipment at a fixed location that enables wireless communications 
between user equipment and a communications network, including equipment associated 
with wireless communications and radio transceivers, antennas, coaxial or fiber-optic 
cable, regular and backup power supplies, and comparable equipment, regardless of 
technological configuration.  The term includes small wireless facilities.  The term does 
not include: 

The structure or improvements on, under, or within which the equipment is collocated; 

Coaxial or fiber-optic cable between wireless support structures or utility poles; 

Coaxial or fiber-optic cable not directly associated with a particular small wireless 
facility; or 

A wireline backhaul facility; 

“Wireless Infrastructure Provider”, any person, including a person authorized to provide 
telecommunications service in the state, that builds or installs wireless communication 
transmission equipment or wireless facilities but that is not a wireless services provider; 

“Wireless Provider”, a wireless infrastructure provider or a wireless services provider; 

“Wireless Services”, any services using licensed or unlicensed spectrum, including the 
use of wifi, whether at a fixed location or mobile, provided to the public using wireless 
facilities; 

“Wireless Services Provider”, a person who provides wireless services; 

“Wireless Support Structure”, an existing structure, such as a monopole or tower, 
whether guyed or self-supporting, designed to support or capable of supporting wireless 
facilities; an existing or proposed billboard; an existing or proposed building; or other 
existing or proposed structure capable of supporting wireless facilities, other than a 
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structure designed solely for the collocation of small wireless facilities.  Such term shall 
not include a utility pole. 

“Zoning Regulations” Chapter 400 of the Municipal Code of the City of Riverside, 
Missouri 

Section 250.1002. General Requirements 

(a) Height Restrictions 

(1) Each new, replacement, or modified utility pole installed in the Right-of-Way 
shall not exceed the greater of ten feet in height above the tallest existing utility 
pole in place as of August 28, 2018 located within five hundred feet of the new 
pole in the same Right-of-Way or fifty (50) feet above ground level at the site of 
the proposed installation, replacement, or modification. 

(2) New small wireless facilities in the right-of-way shall not exceed more than ten 
feet above an existing utility pole in place as of August 28, 2018.  

(3) Any new, modified, or replacement utility pole that exceeds these height limits 
shall be subject to a conditional use permit under the city’s zoning regulations.  

(b) Concealment Requirements. The reasonable, objective, cost-effective standards outlined 
in this subsection seek to ensure that all small wireless facilities deployed in the city are 
deployed in a manner that preserves the visual appearance of the surrounding area and the 
legal use of the right-of-way. Any of the requirements set forth in this subsection may be 
waived or altered by the director upon an applicant establishing good cause as to way the 
concealment requirements should not apply.  

(1) Small wireless facility antenna. All antennas mounted as part of the deployment 
of a small wireless facility shall be mounted to the top of the utility pole or 
wireless support structure and aligned with the centerline of the utility pole or 
wireless support structure, unless otherwise agreed to by the director based on the 
specific context and characteristics of the utility pole or wireless support 
structures.  

i. Shape. Any small wireless facility antenna collocated within the city shall 
be cylindrical or completely housed within a cylindrical enclosure or 
radome unless otherwise agreed to by the director based on the specific 
context and characteristics of the utility pole, wireless support structure, or 
small wireless facility. 

ii. Color. Exposed antennas and antenna enclosures shall match the color 
specifications of the utility pole or the wireless support structure.   

(2) Associated Pole Equipment. Any equipment attached to a pole as part of a small 
wireless facility shall be of the same or similar color as the pole on which it is 
attached. To the extent possible, any wires, fiber-optic cable, coaxial cable or any 
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other cables associated with the collocation of a small wireless antenna running 
from any associated equipment, both pole mounted and ground mounted, shall run 
on the interior of the pole. If running any wires, fiber-optic cable, coaxial cable, or 
any other cable on the interior of the pole is not possible then said wires and 
cables shall either be located within a cylindrical tubing of the same or similar 
color as the pole and mount flush against the pole or be of the same or similar 
color as the pole on which they are attached and mounted flush against the pole or 
in any other matter which would reasonably conceal them. The director, in their 
discretion, may require additional concealment requirements, including the 
attachment of banners or signs on either side of any associated pole equipment.  

(3) Associated Ground Equipment. All associated ground equipment mounted as part 
of a small wireless facility deployment shall be placed to the greatest extent 
possible in an area so as to minimize its visual intrusiveness and detrimental 
effect to the legal use of the right-of-way. All associated ground equipment shall 
be located within a green cabinet or enclosure or any other color cabinet or 
enclosure that would minimize visual intrusiveness and conceal the associated 
ground equipment.  To the extent possible,  

(4) Replacement poles. Any replacement utility pole located for the purpose of siting 
a small wireless facility shall reasonably conform to the appearance of other 
similar utility or streetlight poles in the area.  

(c) Decorative Poles. Any applicant seeking to replace a decorative pole for the purpose of 
collocating a small wireless facility shall replace said decorative pole with a pole 
conforming to the design aesthetics of the decorative pole being replaced. Conformance 
to the design aesthetics of the decorative pole means, that any replacement pole shall at a 
minimum be of the same or similar design as the decorative pole, contain the same or 
similar decorative elements of the original decorative pole, be of the same color as the 
original decorative pole and other decorative poles in the area and that the small wireless 
facility collocated on the replacement decorative pole be the same color as the decorative 
pole and the replacement decorative pole.  

(d) Indemnification, Insurance, Performance Bond.  

(1) Indemnification. Wireless providers shall indemnify and hold the City, its officers, 
and employees harmless against any damage or personal injury caused by the 
negligence of the wireless provider or its employees, agents, or contractors. 

(2) Insurance. As part of any permit issued by the city under this article, an applicant 
must provide proof of liability insurance coverage, prior to the effective date of any 
permit issued, against any damage or personal injury caused by the negligence of the 
wireless provider or its employees, agents, or contractors in an amount no less than 
the amount provided for in Section 537.210, RSMo. If the applicant is self-insured, 
the applicant must submit to the city proof of self-insurance in a comparable amount 
to the insurance referenced in the previous sentence.    
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(3) Performance Bond.  

i. An applicant for a permit under this article shall post a performance bond 
of $ 1,500 per small wireless facility not to exceed $75,000 for all small 
wireless facilities deployed by the applicant. The performance bond shall 
be used to: 

(i) Provide for the removal of abandoned or improperly 
maintained small wireless facilities, including those that the 
city determines need to be removed to protect public health, 
safety, or welfare; 

(ii) Restore the right-of-way in connection with removals; 

(iii) Recoup rates or fees that have not been paid by a wireless 
provider in over twelve months, provided the wireless provider 
has had notice and an opportunity to cure. 

ii. Upon completion of the work associated with the permit to the satisfaction 
of the director, the director shall eliminate the bond or reduce its amount 
after a time appropriate to determine whether the work performed was 
satisfactory, which time shall be established by the director.  

iii. Recovery by the city for any amounts under the performance bond 
required by this article does not limit an applicant’s duty to indemnify the 
city in any way, nor shall such recovery relieve an applicant of its 
obligations under a permit or reduce amounts owed to the city other than 
by the amounts recovered by the city under the performance bond, or in 
any respect prevent the city from exercising any other right or remedy it 
may have.  

iv. Applicants that have at least twenty-five million dollars in assets in the 
state and do not have a history of permitting noncompliance within the 
city’s jurisdiction shall be exempt from the insurance and bonding 
requirements otherwise authorized by this subsection. 

(e) Relocation of Facilities. Whenever, in the interest of public safety and convenience, the 
city may require a wireless provider relocate, move, alter, change, adapt, or conform the 
underground or above ground facilities of a wireless provider, the wireless provider shall 
make the alterations or changes as soon as practicable after being so ordered in writing by 
the city without claim for reimbursement or damages against the city. 

(f) Calculation of time. Unless otherwise indicated, when the performance or doing of any 
act, duty, matter, or payment is required under this article or any permit, and a period of 
time is prescribed and is fixed herein, the time shall be computed so as to exclude the first 
and include the last day of the prescribed or fixed period of time. 
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(g) Construction standards. All requirements of this article shall apply to the construction, 
modification, and maintenance of small wireless facilities and are reincorporated herein 
as building code requirements to the extent permitted by law. The construction, 
operation, maintenance, and repair of small wireless facilities shall be in accordance with 
applicable codes. All small wireless facilities shall be installed and located with due 
regard to minimizing interference with the public and with other users of the right-of-way 
including the city. An applicant shall not place small wireless facilities or obstruct or 
hinder the various utility serving the residents and businesses in the city of their use of 
any right-of-way. Any and all right-of-way disturbed or damaged during the small 
wireless facilities work shall be promptly repaired or replaced by the applicant to its 
previous condition. Any wireless infrastructure provider, contractor or subcontractor 
must be properly licensed under laws of the state and all applicable local ordinances. 
Each wireless infrastructure provider, contractor or subcontractor shall have the same 
obligations with respect to its work as wireless services provider would have hereunder 
and applicable laws if the work were performed by the wireless services provider.  The 
wireless services provider shall be responsible for ensuring that the work of wireless 
infrastructure providers, contractors or subcontractors is performed consistent with their 
permits and applicable law, shall be fully responsible for all acts or omissions of any 
wireless infrastructure Provider, contractor or subcontractor, and shall be responsible for 
promptly correcting any acts or omissions by a wireless infrastructure provider, 
contractor or subcontractor. 

(h) Location. Small wireless facilities and utility poles shall be installed and maintained so as 
not to obstruct or hinder the usual travel or public safety on the right-of-way or obstruct 
the legal use of the right-of-way by the city or other authorized right-of-way users. 

(i) Replacement. The city may require an applicant to replace a utility pole on a 
nondiscriminatory basis for reasons of safety and reliability.  

(j) Retained zoning authority. Where authorized by applicable law the city may require that 
an applicant under this article receive all zoning approvals necessary or required by the 
zoning regulations of the city.  

(k) Deemed approve facilities. Should the city fail to act with the time required by applicable 
law, any small wireless facility collocated on an existing structure or any installation, 
modification, or replacement of a utility pole shall be done in compliance with each and 
every provision of this article.  

Section 250.1003. Small Wireless Facilities Permit.  

(a) Applications. Applications for a permit to collocate a small wireless facility on a utility 
pole or a permit for the installation, modification, or replacement of a utility pole shall be 
filed on such forms as required by the director and accompanied by the appropriate 
deposit as stated below. Applications are to be processed subject to the requirements of 
and in the manner and timeframe as otherwise established in this article and subject to the 
applicable time frames imposed by applicable law. Applications requesting any 
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information that is prohibited by federal or state law under the applicable circumstance 
shall be deemed inapplicable to the subject application. 

(1) Collocation Application Fee.  An application for a permit to collocate a small 
wireless facility on a utility pole shall be accompanied by a deposit of one 
hundred dollars ($100) for each small wireless facility the applicant seeks to 
collocate on a utility pole.  

(2) Installation, Modification, Replacement Fee. Applications for a permit to install, 
modify, or replace a utility pole shall be accompanied by a deposit of five 
hundred dollars ($500) for each installation, modification, or replacement sought 
by the applicant. 

(b) Preapplication meeting. Before any application is made, the applicant is encouraged to 
meet with the director to discuss, in general, the procedures and requirements for a permit 
request under this section. 

(c) Application Process.  

(1) Form; deficiency notice. Any application under this section shall be submitted on 
forms in accordance with the above to the director for a determination of 
completeness. Within the time prescribed by law of the receipt of an application, 
or such longer or other review times allowed by applicable law, the director shall 
review the application and identify any ways in which the application is not 
complete and provide the applicant with a written explanation of the deficiencies 
with citation to the code or statutes requiring such deficient item.  

(2) New application. Given the various time restrictions applicable to approvals under 
applicable law, any modification of an application other than to correct 
incompleteness may be denied by the director if the change is material or presents 
difficulty in completing review of the modified application within the established 
review time. In such circumstance, the modified application must be resubmitted 
as a new application and the original application shall be deemed withdrawn. 

(3) Approval or denial. The city shall approve or deny of the application to collocate 
a small wireless facility or the application for the installation, modification, or 
replacement of a utility within the timeframes provided by applicable law.  

(d) Application Contents. An application for a permit under this section shall contain, at a 
minimum, the following information: 

(1) Site-specific structural integrity and make-ready analysis prepared by a structural 
engineer. The make-ready analysis shall include plans and detailed cost estimates 
for any make-ready work as needed. Any cost associated with the make-ready 
work shall be the sole responsibility of the applicant.  

(2) The location where each proposed small wireless facility or utility pole would be 
installed and photographs of the location and its immediate surroundings 
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depicting the utility poles or structures on which each proposed small wireless 
facility would be mounted or location where utility poles or structures would be 
installed. The photographs shall include a digital photo simulation of the proposed 
location providing “before and after” views demonstrating the impact of the 
proposed wireless facilities on the surrounding environment, including the right-
of-way if applicable.  

(3) The equipment type and model numbers of the antennas and all other wireless 
equipment associated with the small wireless facility. 

(4) An attestation that the small wireless facility complies with the volumetric 
limitations set forth in Section 250.1002.  

(5) Applicable indemnity, insurance, and performance bond information as required 
by this article.  

(6) An applicant that is not a wireless services provider must provide evidence of 
agreements or plans that demonstrate that the small wireless facility will be 
operational for use by a within one year after the permit for the applicable small 
wireless facility is issued, unless the city and applicant agree to extend this period 
in writing or if delay is caused by lack of commercial power or communications 
transport facilities to the site and the applicant notifies the city in writing. The 
non-wireless service provider applicant must provide the above information by 
attestation, attached to the applicable application.  

(7) A projected commencement and termination date of the work proposed under the 
permit. If said dates are not known at the time of the application, then any permit 
holder shall provide the director advanced, written notice of such dates once 
determined.  

(8) Any information necessary to establish that the proposed collocation of the small 
wireless facility meets the concealment requirements of Section 250.1003(b).  

(9) Any information necessary to determine that the collocation meets the height 
restrictions of Section 250.1003(a).  

(10) In the event that the proposed small wireless facility is to be attached to an 
existing utility pole owned by an entity other than the city, the wireless provider 
shall provide legally competent evidence of the consent of the owners of such 
pole to the proposed collocation.  

(11) Any other information deemed to be relevant to the proposed collocation.  

(e) Consolidated Applications. 

(1) An applicant may file a consolidated application and receive a single permit for 
the collocation of multiple small wireless facilities. An application may include 
up to twenty separate small wireless facilities, provided that they are for the same 
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or materially same design of small wireless facility being collocated on the same 
or materially the same type of utility or wireless support structure and all the 
collocations are geographically proximate. The denial of one or more small 
wireless facilities in a consolidated application shall not delay processing of any 
other small wireless facilities in the same batch; 

(2) If the city receives individual applications for approval of more than fifty small 
wireless facilities or consolidated applications for approval of more than seventy-
five small wireless facilities within a fourteen day period, whether from a single 
applicant or multiple applicants, the city may, upon its own request, obtain an 
automatic thirty-day extension for any additional collocation or replacement or 
installation application submitted during that fourteen day period or in the 
fourteen day period immediately following the prior fourteen day period.  The 
city will promptly communicate its request to each and any affected applicant. 

(f) Make-ready work. The city shall provide a good faith estimate for any make-ready work 
necessary to enable a pole to support the requested collocation by a wireless provider, 
including pole replacement if necessary, within sixty days after receipt of a complete 
application.  Make-ready work, including any pole replacement, shall be completed 
within sixty days of written acceptance of the good faith estimate and advance payment 
by the applicant. 

(g) Rate for collocation. If an application for the collocation of a small wireless facility is 
approved, the wireless provider shall pay to the city one hundred and fifty dollars ($150) 
per year per small wireless facility collocated on an authority pole.  

Section 250.1004. Denial of permit.  

(a) Reasons. The city may deny a proposed collocation of a small wireless facility or 
installation, modification, or replacement of a utility pole if the action proposed in the 
application submitted to the director could reasonably be expected to: 

(1) Materially interfere with the safe operation of traffic control equipment or city-
owned communications equipment;  

(2) Materially interfere with sight lights or clear zones for transportation, pedestrians, 
or nonmotorized vehicles;  

(3) Materially interfere with compliance with the American Disability Act, 42 U.S.C. 
Sections 1201 to 12213, or similar federal or state standards regarding pedestrian 
access or movement;  

(4) Materially obstruct or hinder the usual travel or public safety on the right-of-way;  

(5) Materially obstruct the legal use of the right-of-way by an authority, utility or 
other third party;  

(6) Fail to comply with the spacing requirement set forth in Section 250.070(k). 
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(7) Fail to comply with applicable codes, including nationally recognized engineering 
standards for utility poles or wireless support structures;  

(8) Fail to comply with the reasonably objective and documented aesthetics of a 
decorative pole and the applicant does not agree to pay to match the applicable 
decorative elements;  

(9) Fail to comply with undergrounding requirements as of January 1, 2018 or any 
new undergrounding requirements for new developments; or  

(10) Any other reason as allowed by applicable state or federal law. 

(b) Denial. The City shall document the complete basis for the denial in writing and send 
said denial and any accompanying documentation to the applicant on the day the 
authority denies the application. The applicant may cure the deficiencies identified by the 
city and resubmit the application within the timeline provided for in applicable law 
without paying an additional application fee.  

Section 250.1005. Fast-Track Small Wireless Facility Deployment  

(a) General conditions. Small wireless facilities meeting the below, additional requirements 
may be authorized to be collocated with the approval of the director on an expedited 20-
day time frame subject to the following additional requirements: 

(1) Only one small wireless facility shall be permitted per structure in the rights-of-
way;  

(2) The small wireless antenna and associated pole equipment shall be of the same or 
similar color as the pole on which it is to be attached; 

(3) All wires and cables associated with the small wireless facility shall be installed 
on the interior of the pole; and 

(4) No associated ground equipment shall be authorized;  

(b) New or replacements poles. An applicant applying for approval of the siting of a small 
wireless facility under this section may request or require that a new or replacement 
utility pole may be located as part of such deployment subject to the following additional 
requirements: 

(1) The new or replacement utility poles is no greater than five (5) feet taller than the 
any adjacent or existing utility pole within the same right-of-way; 

(2) The new or replacement utility pole is of the same or materially similar design as 
adjacent or surrounding utility poles;  

(c) Application fee. The application fee for the collocation of a small wireless facility under 
this section shall be seventy-five dollars ($75). The application fee for a new or 
replacement utility pole under this section shall be four hundred dollars ($400).  
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(d) Rate for collocation. The rate for collocating a small wireless facility under this section 
shall be one hundred dollars ($100) per small wireless facility collocated on an authority 
pole. 

(e) Consolidated applications. An applicant may file a consolidated application under this 
section regarding the collocation of twenty (20) small wireless facilities so long as the 
proposed small wireless facilities and any new or replacement utility poles are of the 
same design.  

(f) Director’s discretion. Approval of small wireless facilities under this section shall be at 
the discretion of the director following the requirements and criteria stated in this section, 
this article or Chapter 250 generally. Any application under this section may be denied by 
the director if the application fails to meet any of the requirements of this section or any 
of the requirements of this article or Chapter 250 generally.  

SECTION 4 – REPEAL OF ORDINANCES IN CONFLICT.  All ordinances or parts 
of ordinances in conflict with this ordinance are hereby repealed. 

SECTION 5 – SEVERABILITY CLAUSE.  The portions of this Ordinance shall be 
severable. In the event that any portion of this Ordinance is found by a court of competent 
jurisdiction to be invalid, the remaining portions of this Ordinance are valid, unless said court finds 
that the valid portions of this Ordinance are so essential and inseparably connected with and 
dependent upon the void portion that it cannot be presumed that the Board of Aldermen would 
have enacted the valid portions without the invalid ones, or unless the court finds that the valid 
portions standing alone are incomplete and area incapable of being executed in accordance with 
legislative intent. 

 SECTION 6 – EFFECTIVE DATE.  This ordinance shall be in full force and effect on 
January 1, 2019.  

 
BE IT REMEMBERED that the above was read two times by heading only, PASSED AND 
APPROVED by a majority of the Board of Aldermen and APPROVED by the Mayor of the City 
of Riverside this _____ day of ______________, 2018.  

       _________________________________ 
Mayor Kathleen L. Rose 

ATTEST: 

 

_____________________________ 
Robin Kincaid, City Clerk 
 



 
 
                                                                            RESOLUTION NO.  R - 2018-102 
   

 

 1 

A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS OUT OF THE CITY 
TREASURY OF THE CITY OF RIVERSIDE FOR FISCAL YEAR 2018-2019 WEEKS 
ENDING DECEMBER 7TH AND DECEMBER 14TH IN THE AMOUNT OF $836,666.58. 
 
 

WHEREAS, the Board of Aldermen find it is in the best interest of the citizens of the 
City of Riverside to authorize and approve the expenditure of funds as set forth in Exhibit “A” 
attached hereto; 

  
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF THE 

CITY OF RIVERSIDE, MISSOURI, AS FOLLOWS: 
 
THAT the disbursements and expenditure of funds from the city treasury in the 

amount of $836,666.58 as set forth in Exhibit “A” attached hereto and made a part hereof by 
reference are hereby authorized and approved. 
 
 FURTHER THAT the City Administrator is hereby authorized to execute all 
agreements or documents necessary to approve the purchase of goods and services 
contemplated therein and the Finance Director is authorized to issue a check therefor to the 
respective companies, firms, persons in the amounts set forth therein. 
  
 PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Aldermen and APPROVED by the Mayor 
of the City of Riverside, Missouri, the 18TH day of December 2018. 
 
 

 
 
 
__________________________________ 
 Mayor Kathleen L. Rose  

 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
____________________________ 
Robin Kincaid, City Clerk 
  
 

























Cost Summary By Task 

Reporting Dates November 2018 

Labor Hours Mat Cost Eqp Cost Total Cost Labor Cost Con Cost Overhead Task 

Riverside Public Works 

Activities 

$64.88 $184.88  4.00 $120.00 $0.00 Back Flow Device Service $0.00 $0.00  3 
$106.35 $241.35  6.00 $135.00 $0.00 Banner Installation or removal $0.00 $0.00  1 
$80.00 $120.00  2.00 $40.00 $0.00 BIll signing office duties mail $0.00 $0.00  4 

$138.64 $341.14  7.00 $200.00 $0.00 Building Maintenance $2.50 $0.00  7 
$5,910.35 $13,035.35  301.00 $7,125.00 $0.00 Christmas Decorations $0.00 $0.00  37 

$80.00 $120.00  2.00 $40.00 $0.00 City wide inspection, streets, 
 

$0.00 $0.00  2 
$120.00 $180.00  3.00 $60.00 $0.00 Civic Events $0.00 $0.00  1 
$832.67 $3,119.67  44.50 $2,287.00 $0.00 Cleaning Vehicles $0.00 $0.00  13 
$452.40 $452.40  23.25 $0.00 $0.00 Comp Time Leave $0.00 $0.00  4 
$681.68 $1,581.68  32.00 $900.00 $0.00 Electrical $0.00 $0.00  10 
$86.68 $408.58  3.50 $315.00 $6.90 Emergency Call Out $0.00 $0.00  2 

$284.73 $843.23  15.00 $558.50 $0.00 Equip Maint $0.00 $0.00  4 
$254.22 $521.72  6.50 $260.00 $0.00 Fire Alarm Check $7.50 $0.00  5 
$66.56 $291.56  4.00 $225.00 $0.00 Fire Extinquisher Check $0.00 $0.00  4 
$13.94 $60.44  0.50 $0.00 $46.50 Flag Install Missouri Flag $0.00 $0.00  1 
$8.71 $28.71  0.50 $20.00 $0.00 Flag raising and lowering $0.00 $0.00  1 

$18.64 $43.64  1.00 $25.00 $0.00 Garage Door Maint. $0.00 $0.00  1 
$49.29 $173.79  3.00 $124.50 $0.00 Grounds Maint. $0.00 $0.00  1 
$0.00 $3,395.99  0.00 $0.00 $0.00 Heating and Air Conditioning Maint $3,395.99 $0.00  1 

$3,502.47 $3,502.47  145.50 $0.00 $0.00 Holiday $0.00 $0.00  3 
$264.49 $639.49  11.00 $375.00 $0.00 HVAC in house maintenance $0.00 $0.00  5 

$0.00 $4.00  0.00 $0.00 $0.00 Irrigation check and fix $4.00 $0.00  1 
$40.00 $60.00  1.00 $20.00 $0.00 Litter Control $0.00 $0.00  1 

$899.53 $899.53  23.00 $0.00 $0.00 Mapping/GIS work $0.00 $0.00  6 
$676.38 $936.38  19.75 $260.00 $0.00 Meeting $0.00 $0.00  10 
$80.00 $120.00  2.00 $40.00 $0.00 Midwest Public Risk Light Work $0.00 $0.00  1 

$8,072.04 $8,072.04  204.25 $0.00 $0.00 Office Public Works $0.00 $0.00  35 
$49.29 $109.29  3.00 $60.00 $0.00 Parks Grounds Maint $0.00 $0.00  1 

$1,645.98 $3,548.48  72.00 $1,902.50 $0.00 Parts Run $0.00 $0.00  35 
$756.47 $2,023.67  39.00 $515.00 $752.20 Plumbing Maintenance $0.00 $0.00  7 
$68.10 $168.10  4.00 $100.00 $0.00 Post event  damage check $0.00 $0.00  1 

$475.67 $3,738.44  12.00 $1,087.50 $2,175.27 Pretreat with Salt/Mag $0.00 $0.00  7 
$19.56 $39.56  0.50 $20.00 $0.00 Recycling $0.00 $0.00  1 
$79.11 $99.11  2.00 $20.00 $0.00 Right of Way Maint. $0.00 $0.00  1 

$1,111.87 $1,791.87  14.00 $680.00 $0.00 Schedule Manpower/Directions $0.00 $0.00  2 
$171.75 $171.75  9.50 $0.00 $0.00 Shop Maint $0.00 $0.00  8 
$455.39 $455.39  22.00 $0.00 $0.00 Sick $0.00 $0.00  5 

$1,169.49 $3,710.49  59.50 $2,541.00 $0.00 Snow Plow Equip Maint $0.00 $0.00  8 
$4,726.30 $23,123.81  124.75 $9,222.00 $9,175.51 Snow Plowing / Removal $0.00 $0.00  30 

$385.96 $2,415.96  20.00 $2,030.00 $0.00 Stack salt $0.00 $0.00  3 
$133.19 $313.19  8.00 $180.00 $0.00 Stock Supplies for Custodians $0.00 $0.00  4 
$529.70 $3,554.70  29.50 $3,025.00 $0.00 Street Sweeping $0.00 $0.00  4 
$40.00 $60.00  1.00 $20.00 $0.00 Trail Safety Inspection $0.00 $0.00  1 

$283.35 $283.35  15.00 $0.00 $0.00 Training for work $0.00 $0.00  1 
$118.67 $198.67  3.00 $80.00 $0.00 Transport employees or equipment $0.00 $0.00  1 
$278.45 $647.20  15.00 $368.75 $0.00 Trash Pick Up $0.00 $0.00  10 
$130.00 $170.00  2.00 $40.00 $0.00 Trash Route Inspection $0.00 $0.00  2 
$218.90 $3,742.90  9.00 $245.00 $0.00 Tree Trimming $3,279.00 $0.00  14 

$3,037.04 $3,037.04  144.00 $0.00 $0.00 Vacation $0.00 $0.00  11 
$8.11 $8.11  0.50 $0.00 $0.00 Voting Time - National Election $0.00 $0.00  1 

$97.75 $327.59  3.00 $60.00 $169.85 Water feature maint $0.00 $0.00  2 
$409.21 $849.21  18.50 $440.00 $0.00 Winterize $0.00 $0.00  7 

Tasks:  1,496.00 
$39,183.87 

$93,965.84 
$12,326.23 

$35,766.75 $6,688.99 
$0.00 

 52  331 

December 3, 2018 1 



 Cost Summary By Task 

Reporting Dates November 2018 

Labor Hours Mat Cost Eqp Cost Total Cost Labor Cost Con Cost Overhead Task 

Riverside Public Works 

Activities 

December 3, 2018 2 



November 2018 Community Center Report 
 
 
November Monthly Report 
 
Parks/ Community Center Rentals-2 

• Elections-Nov. 6th – largest turn out for voting 
• City Holiday Lighting-Nov. 29th – Visit with Santa at Library and Lighting-approximately 200pp 

                           
Renner Brenner –0 
EH Young -0 

 
                    

NON –Membership Programs 
• Senior Dances –60 
• Cards – 110 
• BYTB - 250 
 

Membership Programs 
• Participation in group exercise classes, open gym and activities in the Community Center:   

 
377 household memberships 
1296 total people 
2027 visits for month of November 
619 visits for Riverside CC group ex programs 
300 visits for Riverside CC open gym 

 
 
 











Riverside, MO
This report was generated on 12/12/2018 2:00:18 PM

Riverside Fire Rescue

Incident Type per Zone for Incident Status for Date Range
Incident Status(s): All Incident Statuses | Start Date: 11/01/2018 | End Date: 11/30/2018

INCIDENT TYPE Incident 
Status

# INCIDENTS

Zone: 01 - Riverside 1
113 - Cooking fire, confined to container Reviewed 1

131 - Passenger vehicle fire Reviewed 1

300 - Rescue, EMS incident, other Reviewed 1

311 - Medical assist, assist EMS crew Reviewed 3

321 - EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury Reviewed 30

321 - EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury Completed 1

322 - Motor vehicle accident with injuries Reviewed 9

324 - Motor vehicle accident with no injuries. Reviewed 3

420 - Toxic condition, other Reviewed 1

553 - Public service Reviewed 4

611 - Dispatched & cancelled en route Reviewed 4

651 - Smoke scare, odor of smoke Reviewed 2

740 - Unintentional transmission of alarm, other Reviewed 1

743 - Smoke detector activation, no fire - unintentional Reviewed 1

Zone: 02 - Riverside 2
111 - Building fire Reviewed 1

113 - Cooking fire, confined to container Reviewed 1

311 - Medical assist, assist EMS crew Reviewed 1

321 - EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury Reviewed 7

322 - Motor vehicle accident with injuries Reviewed 1

324 - Motor vehicle accident with no injuries. Reviewed 2

424 - Carbon monoxide incident Reviewed 1

444 - Power line down Reviewed 1

510 - Person in distress, other Reviewed 1

531 - Smoke or odor removal Reviewed 1

550 - Public service assistance, other Reviewed 1

600 - Good intent call, other Reviewed 1

622 - No incident found on arrival at dispatch address Reviewed 1

650 - Steam, other gas mistaken for smoke, other Reviewed 1

Doc Id: 384
emergencyreporting.com

This report gives a count of each incident type for the Incident Status or Statuses 
selected.

Page # 1 of 2



INCIDENT TYPE Incident 
Status

# INCIDENTS

900 - Special type of incident, other Reviewed 1

Zone: 03 - Riverside 3
132 - Road freight or transport vehicle fire Reviewed 1

321 - EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury Reviewed 4

322 - Motor vehicle accident with injuries Reviewed 1

412 - Gas leak (natural gas or LPG) Reviewed 1

553 - Public service Reviewed 1

611 - Dispatched & cancelled en route Reviewed 1

736 - CO detector activation due to malfunction Reviewed 1

Zone: 05  - Kansas City MO
322 - Motor vehicle accident with injuries Reviewed 1

Zone: 06 - Gladstone
111 - Building fire Reviewed 1

611 - Dispatched & cancelled en route Reviewed 1

Zone: 07 - Northmoor
131 - Passenger vehicle fire Reviewed 1

311 - Medical assist, assist EMS crew Reviewed 1

321 - EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury Reviewed 5

322 - Motor vehicle accident with injuries Reviewed 1

621 - Wrong location Reviewed 1

Zone: 11 - Parkville Mo
322 - Motor vehicle accident with injuries Reviewed 1

Doc Id: 384
emergencyreporting.com

This report gives a count of each incident type for the Incident Status or Statuses 
selected.

Page # 2 of 2



Riverside, MO
This report was generated on 12/12/2018 1:57:25 PM

Riverside Fire Rescue

Count of Overlapping Incidents for Month for Year

Month:November | Year: 2018

# OVERLAPPING % OVERLAPPING TOTAL

17 16.04 106

OVERLAPPING INCIDENT DETAILS

ALARM CLEAR/CANCEL INCIDENT # INCIDENT 
TYPE STATION ZONE

11/1/2018

11/1/2018 4:14:05 PM 11/1/2018 5:25:28 PM 2018-1221 424 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Riverside 2

11/1/2018 4:34:35 PM 11/1/2018 5:01:22 PM 2018-1222 321 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Riverside 1

11/2/2018

11/2/2018 10:13:59 AM 11/2/2018 11:37:20 AM 2018-1226 553 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Riverside 1

11/2/2018 11:37:00 AM 11/2/2018 12:46:00 PM 2018-1227 131 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Riverside 1

11/9/2018

11/9/2018 8:45:08 PM 11/9/2018 9:17:13 PM 2018-1250 322 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Northmoor

11/9/2018 9:11:09 PM 11/9/2018 9:27:50 PM 2018-1251 651 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Riverside 1

11/13/2018

11/13/2018 7:31:49 PM 11/13/2018 7:56:52 PM 2018-1265 321 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Riverside 2

11/13/2018 7:38:03 PM 11/13/2018 7:57:02 PM 2018-1266 621 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Northmoor

11/13/2018 7:56:05 PM 11/13/2018 8:14:39 PM 2018-1267 311 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Northmoor

Doc Id: 1120
emergencyreporting.com

Percentage of incidents overlapping from total incidents in month,year. Compared 
incident time range as either Alarm to Cancel or Alarm to Clear for incidents that have 
either Cancel or Clear time recorded. Reviewed calls only. Group by date. Displays 
date, incident number, incident type (numeric only), zone, and station. Page # 1



OVERLAPPING INCIDENT DETAILS

ALARM CLEAR/CANCEL INCIDENT # INCIDENT 
TYPE STATION ZONE

11/14/2018

11/14/2018 3:26:02 PM 11/14/2018 3:52:04 PM 2018-1271 322 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Riverside 1

11/14/2018 3:39:07 PM 11/14/2018 3:58:07 PM 2018-1272 321 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Riverside 1

11/14/2018 7:12:03 PM 11/14/2018 7:29:50 PM 2018-1273 321 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Riverside 1

11/14/2018 7:26:06 PM 11/14/2018 7:56:06 PM 2018-1274 321 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Northmoor

11/26/2018

11/26/2018 1:18:11 PM 11/26/2018 1:41:36 PM 2018-1312 324 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Riverside 1

11/26/2018 1:23:38 PM 11/26/2018 2:13:00 PM 2018-1313 322 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Riverside 1

11/27/2018

11/27/2018 3:51:55 PM 11/27/2018 4:09:15 PM 2018-1317 321 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Northmoor

11/27/2018 4:05:35 PM 11/27/2018 4:19:05 PM 2018-1318 321 HQ-Riverside 
Fire 

Department

Riverside 2

Doc Id: 1120
emergencyreporting.com

Percentage of incidents overlapping from total incidents in month,year. Compared 
incident time range as either Alarm to Cancel or Alarm to Clear for incidents that have 
either Cancel or Clear time recorded. Reviewed calls only. Group by date. Displays 
date, incident number, incident type (numeric only), zone, and station. Page # 2



Riverside, MO
This report was generated on 12/12/2018 1:55:56 PM

Riverside Fire Rescue

Average Response Time per Apparatus for Zone for Date Range

APPARATUS
AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME in 

minutes
(Dispatch to Arrived)

01 - Riverside 1

C800 8.95

C802 8.40

C803 8.29

C805 5.83

KCFD1 13.25

KCFD2 8.37

P1 5.39

R1 5.07

02 - Riverside 2

C800 4.32

C801 0.00

C802 15.32

C803 4.14

C805 0.03

KCFD1 11.18

KCFD2 9.17

P1 5.20

Q1 4.02

R1 13.01

03 - Riverside 3

AMR 2 10.48

C800 4.02

Zone: All Zones | Start Date: 11/01/2018 | End Date: 11/30/2018

Doc Id: 716
emergencyreporting.com

Report calculates the average time difference between DISPATCH and ARRIVE.  Only REVIEWED incidents 
included.

Page # 1



C802 0.00

C805 3.78

KCFD1 18.01

P1 6.16

Q1 5.92

R1 4.88

05  - Kansas City MO

P1 12.02

06 - Gladstone

P1 12.65

07 - Northmoor

AMR 1 10.46

C800 1.18

C803 4.95

KCFD1 4.18

P1 4.62

R1 2.33

11 - Parkville Mo

C805 6.38

P1 8.03

Doc Id: 716
emergencyreporting.com

Report calculates the average time difference between DISPATCH and ARRIVE.  Only REVIEWED incidents 
included.

Page # 2



Riverside, MO
This report was generated on 12/12/2018 1:54:31 PM

Riverside Fire Rescue

Incident Count for All Calls (All Statuses) for Agency for Date Range

AGENCY # INCIDENTS
Riverside Fire Rescue 107

Start Date: 11/01/2018 | End Date: 11/30/2018

Doc Id: 1081
emergencyreporting.com

This report includes all Incomplete, Complete and Reviewed Incidents for all incident 
types, NOT just Reviewed Incidents.

Page # 1



Riverside, MO
This report was generated on 12/12/2018 1:59:08 PM

Riverside Fire Rescue

Incident Type per Zone for Incident Status for Date Range
Incident Status(s): All Incident Statuses | Start Date: 11/01/2018 | End Date: 11/30/2018

INCIDENT TYPE Incident 
Status

# INCIDENTS

Zone: 01 - Riverside 1
113 - Cooking fire, confined to container Reviewed 1

131 - Passenger vehicle fire Reviewed 1

300 - Rescue, EMS incident, other Reviewed 1

311 - Medical assist, assist EMS crew Reviewed 3

321 - EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury Reviewed 30

321 - EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury Completed 1

322 - Motor vehicle accident with injuries Reviewed 9

324 - Motor vehicle accident with no injuries. Reviewed 3

420 - Toxic condition, other Reviewed 1

553 - Public service Reviewed 4

611 - Dispatched & cancelled en route Reviewed 4

651 - Smoke scare, odor of smoke Reviewed 2

740 - Unintentional transmission of alarm, other Reviewed 1

743 - Smoke detector activation, no fire - unintentional Reviewed 1

Zone: 02 - Riverside 2
111 - Building fire Reviewed 1

113 - Cooking fire, confined to container Reviewed 1

311 - Medical assist, assist EMS crew Reviewed 1

321 - EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury Reviewed 7

322 - Motor vehicle accident with injuries Reviewed 1

324 - Motor vehicle accident with no injuries. Reviewed 2

424 - Carbon monoxide incident Reviewed 1

444 - Power line down Reviewed 1

510 - Person in distress, other Reviewed 1

531 - Smoke or odor removal Reviewed 1

550 - Public service assistance, other Reviewed 1

600 - Good intent call, other Reviewed 1

622 - No incident found on arrival at dispatch address Reviewed 1

650 - Steam, other gas mistaken for smoke, other Reviewed 1

Doc Id: 384
emergencyreporting.com

This report gives a count of each incident type for the Incident Status or Statuses 
selected.

Page # 1 of 2



INCIDENT TYPE Incident 
Status

# INCIDENTS

900 - Special type of incident, other Reviewed 1

Zone: 03 - Riverside 3
132 - Road freight or transport vehicle fire Reviewed 1

321 - EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury Reviewed 4

322 - Motor vehicle accident with injuries Reviewed 1

412 - Gas leak (natural gas or LPG) Reviewed 1

553 - Public service Reviewed 1

611 - Dispatched & cancelled en route Reviewed 1

736 - CO detector activation due to malfunction Reviewed 1

Zone: 05  - Kansas City MO
322 - Motor vehicle accident with injuries Reviewed 1

Zone: 06 - Gladstone
111 - Building fire Reviewed 1

611 - Dispatched & cancelled en route Reviewed 1

Zone: 07 - Northmoor
131 - Passenger vehicle fire Reviewed 1

311 - Medical assist, assist EMS crew Reviewed 1

321 - EMS call, excluding vehicle accident with injury Reviewed 5

322 - Motor vehicle accident with injuries Reviewed 1

621 - Wrong location Reviewed 1

Zone: 11 - Parkville Mo
322 - Motor vehicle accident with injuries Reviewed 1

Doc Id: 384
emergencyreporting.com

This report gives a count of each incident type for the Incident Status or Statuses 
selected.

Page # 2 of 2



 
Daily Log Items for Activity Code for Date Range 
Activity Codes: PR - Public Relations |  

STATION Amount NOTES 

HQ - Riverside Fire Dept 
 

7 
Public Relations events 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

emergencyreporting.com 
Doc Id: 954 
Page # 1 of 1 

Riverside Fire Rescue PR 
Riverside, MO 

  

Displays all Daily Log Items for the provided DATE RANGE and ACTIVITY CODE. 



Riverside, MO
This report was generated on 12/12/2018 2:02:23 PM

Riverside Fire Rescue

Completed Inspections per Inspection Type for Date Range
Start Date: 11/01/2018 | End Date: 11/30/2018

ID OCCUPANCY ADDRESS DATE INSPECTOR RESULT NOTES

Inspection Type: 200A- Annual Re-inspection

INDU01 NELL HILL'S
4205 NW RIVERSIDE ST 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/28/2018 Hendrix , Jeffrey S Passed

Total # Inspections for 200A- Annual Re-inspection: 1

Inspection Type: 200-Annual

CITY01 City Hall Riverside Mo
2950 NW VIVION RD 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/12/2018 Fowlston , Gordon 

A Passed

Argosy777-2 Journey Steak House

777 NW ARGOSY CASINO 
PKY 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/14/2018 Fowlston , Gordon 

A Passed

Argosy777-3 99 Hops House

777 NW ARGOSY CASINO 
PKY 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/15/2018 Fowlston , Gordon 

A Passed

Argosy777-5 Terrace Buffet

777 NW ARGOSY CASINO 
PKY 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/15/2018 Fowlston , Gordon 

A Passed

RIVE15 RIVERSIDE PUBLIC 
SAFETY

2990 NW VIVION RD 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/16/2018 Fowlston , Gordon 

A Passed

MAGE01 MAGELLAN PIPELINE 
RIVERSIDE FACILITY

6699 NW RIVERPARK DR 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/16/2018 Fowlston , Gordon 

A Passed

Argosy777-4 Lucky Taco

777 NW ARGOSY CASINO 
PKY 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/16/2018 Fowlston , Gordon 

A Passed

Argosy777-6 ARGSOY CASINO PARKING 
GARAGE

777 NW ARGOSY CASINO 
PKY #ramp
Riverside, MO 64150 11/16/2018 Fowlston , Gordon 

A Passed

Doc Id: 1026
emergencyreporting.com

Includes LOCKED inspections for both archived and unarchived occupancy records.
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ID OCCUPANCY ADDRESS DATE INSPECTOR RESULT NOTES

Inspection Type: 200-Annual

OLDP01 OLD PUBLIC SAFETY BLDG
4900 NW HIGH DR 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/16/2018 Fowlston , Gordon 

A Passed

DICO01 Vacant
4403 NW GATEWAY DR 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/19/2018 Fowlston , Gordon 

A Passed

202PVDR Vacant
202 NW PLATTE VALLEY DR 
Riverside, MO 64150
 200 - 202 - 204

11/19/2018 Fowlston , Gordon 
A Passed

204PVDR Vacant
204 NW PLATTE VALLEY DR 
Riverside, MO 64150
200 - 202 - 204

11/19/2018 Fowlston , Gordon 
A Passed

915PVDR Vacant
915 NW PLATTE VALLEY DR 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/19/2018 Fowlston , Gordon 

A Passed

420VAC VACANT
420 NW PARKWAY DR 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/19/2018 Fowlston , Gordon 

A Passed

200PVDR Vacant
200 NW PLATTE VALLEY DR 
Riverside, MO 64150
200 - 202 - 204 

11/19/2018 Fowlston , Gordon 
A Passed

122Parkway Civacon  Office 
122 NW PARKWAY DR 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/30/2018 Payne , Keith M Passed

Total # Inspections for 200-Annual: 16

Inspection Type: Accept Testing Fire Alarm System

PREF01 VISTAR
4825 NW 41 ST #100
Riverside, MO 64150 11/02/2018 Payne , Keith M Passed Tested fire alarm in new office area located on 

the south west side no issues

Total # Inspections for Accept Testing Fire Alarm System: 1

Inspection Type: Consulation Sprinkler system

PREF01 VISTAR
4825 NW 41 ST #100
Riverside, MO 64150 11/27/2018 Payne , Keith M Compliant

Total # Inspections for Consulation Sprinkler system: 1

Inspection Type: Inspection Genenral

MMQU01 Northpoint Development 
Office

4825 NW 41 ST #500
Riverside, MO 64150 11/21/2018 Payne , Keith M Compliant Rough in no issues

Doc Id: 1026
emergencyreporting.com

Includes LOCKED inspections for both archived and unarchived occupancy records.
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ID OCCUPANCY ADDRESS DATE INSPECTOR RESULT NOTES

Inspection Type: Inspection Genenral

500513 ESHIPPING
4960 NW 41st ST 
Riverside , MO 64150 11/21/2018 Payne , Keith M Compliant rough in no issues 

500513 ESHIPPING
4960 NW 41st ST 
Riverside , MO 64150 11/30/2018 Payne , Keith M Compliant

Total # Inspections for Inspection Genenral: 3

Inspection Type: Inspection Under ground fire mains

500521 SpecIX
5750 NW 41st RD 
Riverside, MO 641506415 11/02/2018 Payne , Keith M Compliant

500521 SpecIX
5750 NW 41st RD 
Riverside, MO 641506415 11/07/2018 Payne , Keith M Compliant

500521 SpecIX
5750 NW 41st RD 
Riverside, MO 641506415 11/20/2018 Payne , Keith M Compliant

500521 SpecIX
5750 NW 41st RD 
Riverside, MO 641506415 11/21/2018 Payne , Keith M Compliant No issues

500521 SpecIX
5750 NW 41st RD 
Riverside, MO 641506415 11/30/2018 Payne , Keith M Compliant

500521 SpecIX
5750 NW 41st RD 
Riverside, MO 641506415 11/30/2018 Payne , Keith M Compliant

Total # Inspections for Inspection Under ground fire mains: 6

Inspection Type: Knox Box Key placement

SUBW01 SUBWAY #23843
1841 NW VIVION RD 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/01/2018 Dressler , Andrew 

G Passed Passed - master key will open occupancies.  

ADVA03 KC Premier Martial Arts
1847 NW VIVION RD 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/01/2018 Dressler , Andrew 

G Passed Master Key placed - will open all occupancies

PHAR01 PHARMACY BUYING 
ASSOC.

1825 NW VIVION RD 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/01/2018 Dressler , Andrew 

G Passed Master Key placed - will open all occupancies.

CHUR01 HEALTHY MEALS
1829 NW VIVION RD 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/01/2018 Dressler , Andrew 

G Passed Master Key placed - access to all occupancies

Doc Id: 1026
emergencyreporting.com

Includes LOCKED inspections for both archived and unarchived occupancy records.
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ID OCCUPANCY ADDRESS DATE INSPECTOR RESULT NOTES

Inspection Type: Knox Box Key placement

AMER03 AMERISTAFF STAFF INC
1835 NW VIVION RD 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/01/2018 Dressler , Andrew 

G Passed Master Key placed - will open all occupancies.

DCIM01 MONG'S SALON LLC
1843 NW VIVION RD 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/01/2018 Dressler , Andrew 

G Passed Master key placed - will open all occupancies.

MIDC01 MID-CONTINENT PUBLIC 
LIBARY

2700 NW VIVION RD 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/01/2018 Dressler , Andrew 

G Passed Good key - placed.

KENN01 KENNY'S AUTO & TIRE DBA 
- CHADRICK CO

2401 NW VIVION RD 
Riverside, MO 64150 11/02/2018 Dressler , Andrew 

G Pending

Key for deadbolt on front door works- waiting 
for additional key for knob lock.  Carol is 
working on getting another key.  Contact info 
good.

Total # Inspections for Knox Box Key placement: 8

Inspection Type: Plan  Review MEP

MMQU01 Northpoint Development 
Office

4825 NW 41 ST #500
Riverside, MO 64150 11/29/2018 Payne , Keith M Compliant

Total # Inspections for Plan  Review MEP: 1

Inspection Type: Plan Review Fire Alarm

500513 ESHIPPING
4960 NW 41st ST 
Riverside , MO 64150 11/29/2018 Payne , Keith M Approved

MMQU01 Northpoint Development 
Office

4825 NW 41 ST #500
Riverside, MO 64150 11/29/2018 Payne , Keith M Compliant

Total # Inspections for Plan Review Fire Alarm: 2

Inspection Type: Plan Review Fire Sprinkler System

500520 Spec VIII
5555 NW 41st  ST 
Riverside , MO 64150 11/07/2018 Payne , Keith M Approved No issues 

MMQU01 Northpoint Development 
Office

4825 NW 41 ST #500
Riverside, MO 64150 11/29/2018 Payne , Keith M Compliant

500513 ESHIPPING
4960 NW 41st ST 
Riverside , MO 64150 11/29/2018 Payne , Keith M Approved

Total # Inspections for Plan Review Fire Sprinkler System: 3

Doc Id: 1026
emergencyreporting.com

Includes LOCKED inspections for both archived and unarchived occupancy records.
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ID OCCUPANCY ADDRESS DATE INSPECTOR RESULT NOTES

Inspection Type: Plan Review Interor Finish

500513 ESHIPPING
4960 NW 41st ST 
Riverside , MO 64150 11/02/2018 Payne , Keith M Approved

Total # Inspections for Plan Review Interor Finish: 1

TOTAL # INSPECTIONS: 43

Doc Id: 1026
emergencyreporting.com

Includes LOCKED inspections for both archived and unarchived occupancy records.

Page # 5 of 5



Training Code Category - Location Total hours

PERSONNEL: Reilly , Michael K

College courses - 06.00

EMS Training - 02.00

ISO - Company Training - 07.00

ISO - Existing Driver Operator Training - 03.00

TOTAL HOURS: 18.00

PERSONNEL: Stubler , Scott A

College courses - 08.50

ISO - Company Training - 09.50

TOTAL HOURS: 18.00

PERSONNEL: Lee , Brian J

Emergency Prepardness - 01.00

ISO - Company Training - 32.50

ISO - Company Training - Damon Pursell 01.00

ISO - Existing Driver Operator Training - 36.00

TOTAL HOURS: 70.50

PERSONNEL: Roy, Karson

Emergency Prepardness - 04.00

EMS Training - 02.00

ISO - Company Training - 12.00

ISO - Existing Driver Operator Training - 06.00

TOTAL HOURS: 24.00

PERSONNEL: Taylor , Jeffery E

Emergency Prepardness - 06.00

EMS Training - 08.00

TOTAL HOURS: 14.00

PERSONNEL: Dressler , Andrew G

EMS Training - 02.00

ISO - Company Training - 08.00

Summary (ISO) Training Hours for Personnel per Training Code Category per Location for Date Range
Location: All Location(s) | Personnel: All Personnel | Training Code(s): All Training Codes | Start Date: 11/01/2018 | End 
Date: 11/30/2018

Only Reviewed Classes included. 'Enable Hourly Payroll for Training' in Payroll settings and 'Track Hours by Training 
Code by Individual' and 'Track Hours by Training Code' in Training general settings must be enabled in order to 
properly return complete results. Doc Id: 1714

emergencyreporting.com
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Riverside, MO
This report was generated on 12/12/2018 2:01:24 PM

Riverside Fire Rescue



ISO - Existing Driver Operator Training - 04.00

TOTAL HOURS: 14.00

PERSONNEL: Good, Tim

EMS Training - 02.00

ISO - Company Training - 13.00

ISO - Existing Driver Operator Training - 20.00

TOTAL HOURS: 35.00

PERSONNEL: Myer, Daniel

EMS Training - 02.00

ISO - Company Training - 05.00

TOTAL HOURS: 07.00

PERSONNEL: Hendrix , Jeffrey S

Fire Officer Training - 08.00

ISO - Company Training - 15.00

ISO - Existing Driver Operator Training - 10.00

TOTAL HOURS: 33.00

PERSONNEL: Burgess, Kolin N

ISO - Company Training - 09.00

ISO - Company Training - Damon Pursell 01.00

TOTAL HOURS: 10.00

PERSONNEL: Clark , Christopher

ISO - Company Training - 03.00

ISO - Company Training - Damon Pursell 01.00

TOTAL HOURS: 04.00

PERSONNEL: Ellis , Adam P

ISO - Company Training - 06.00

TOTAL HOURS: 06.00

PERSONNEL: Fowlston , Gordon A

ISO - Company Training - 03.00

TOTAL HOURS: 03.00

PERSONNEL: Payne , Keith M

ISO - Company Training - 03.00

TOTAL HOURS: 03.00

Only Reviewed Classes included. 'Enable Hourly Payroll for Training' in Payroll settings and 'Track Hours by Training 
Code by Individual' and 'Track Hours by Training Code' in Training general settings must be enabled in order to 
properly return complete results. Doc Id: 1714

emergencyreporting.com
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Riverside, MO
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Riverside Fire Rescue



PERSONNEL: Ramirez, Julian

ISO - Company Training - 05.00

ISO - Company Training - Damon Pursell 01.00

TOTAL HOURS: 06.00

PERSONNEL: Reed, Daniel J

ISO - Company Training - 04.00

TOTAL HOURS: 04.00

PERSONNEL: Roe , Michael

ISO - Company Training - 08.00

ISO - Existing Driver Operator Training - 20.00

TOTAL HOURS: 28.00

PERSONNEL: Schleicher , Brady J

ISO - Company Training - 08.00

ISO - Existing Driver Operator Training - 10.00

TOTAL HOURS: 18.00

PERSONNEL: Snarr , David J

ISO - Company Training - 07.00

TOTAL HOURS: 07.00

TOTAL OF PERSONNEL HOURS: 322.50

Only Reviewed Classes included. 'Enable Hourly Payroll for Training' in Payroll settings and 'Track Hours by Training 
Code by Individual' and 'Track Hours by Training Code' in Training general settings must be enabled in order to 
properly return complete results. Doc Id: 1714

emergencyreporting.com
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Riverside, MO
This report was generated on 12/12/2018 1:58:24 PM

Riverside Fire Rescue

Count of Aid Given and Received for Incidents for Date Range

AID TYPE TOTAL % of TOTAL
Mutual aid given 2 1.9%

None 104 98.1%

Start Date: 11/01/2018 | End Date: 11/30/2018

Doc Id: 549
emergencyreporting.com

Only REVIEWED incidents included
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Riverside, MO
This report was generated on 12/12/2018 2:03:32 PM

Riverside Fire Rescue

Count of Violations per Inspector per Inspection Type for Inspection Date Range

INSPECTION TYPE # VIOLATIONS

INSPECTOR: Fowlston , Gordon
200-Annual 110

Total # Violations: 110

INSPECTOR: Hendrix , Jeffrey
200A- Annual Re-inspection 55

Total # Violations: 55

INSPECTOR: Payne , Keith
200-Annual 55

Accept Testing Fire Alarm System 3

Inspection Under ground fire mains 7

Total # Violations: 65

MultiObservationValue: All Observation Values | Start Date: 11/01/2018 | End Date: 11/30/2018

Doc Id: 935
emergencyreporting.com

Total number of violations for LOCKED inspections that took place for the DATE 
RANGE provided.
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Riverside, MO
This report was generated on 12/12/2018 2:06:07 PM

Riverside Fire Rescue

Count of Violations per Inspector per Inspection Type for Inspection Date Range

INSPECTION TYPE # VIOLATIONS

INSPECTOR: Hendrix , Jeffrey
200A- Annual Re-inspection 1

Total # Violations: 1

MultiObservationValue: Violation Corrected | Start Date: 11/01/2018 | End Date: 11/30/2018

Doc Id: 935
emergencyreporting.com

Total number of violations for LOCKED inspections that took place for the DATE 
RANGE provided.

Page # 1 of 1



Riverside, MO
This report was generated on 12/12/2018 2:05:34 PM

Riverside Fire Rescue

Count of Violations per Inspector per Inspection Type for Inspection Date Range

INSPECTION TYPE # VIOLATIONS

INSPECTOR: Fowlston , Gordon
200-Annual 8

Total # Violations: 8

MultiObservationValue: FAIL | Start Date: 11/01/2018 | End Date: 11/30/2018

Doc Id: 935
emergencyreporting.com

Total number of violations for LOCKED inspections that took place for the DATE 
RANGE provided.
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Riverside, MO
This report was generated on 12/12/2018 2:04:58 PM

Riverside Fire Rescue

Count of Violations per Inspector per Inspection Type for Inspection Date Range

INSPECTION TYPE # VIOLATIONS

INSPECTOR: Fowlston , Gordon
200-Annual 102

Total # Violations: 102

INSPECTOR: Hendrix , Jeffrey
200A- Annual Re-inspection 54

Total # Violations: 54

INSPECTOR: Payne , Keith
200-Annual 55

Accept Testing Fire Alarm System 3

Inspection Under ground fire mains 7

Total # Violations: 65

MultiObservationValue: PASS | Start Date: 11/01/2018 | End Date: 11/30/2018

Doc Id: 935
emergencyreporting.com

Total number of violations for LOCKED inspections that took place for the DATE 
RANGE provided.
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2950 NW Vivion Road 
Riverside, Missouri 64150 

 
 

MEMO DATE: December 14, 2018 

AGENDA DATE: December 18, 2018 

TO: Mayor and Board of Aldermen 

FROM: Mike Duffy 

RE: Community Development Department Activity November 2018 

       
CODES: Violations Observed: 18 
 Violations Resolved: 17 
 Notices Sent: 3 
 Signs Removed: 6 
 Citations Issued: 0 
 
 
PERMITS: Building Commercial-4 
 Building Residential-1 
 Electrical-3 
 Fence-2 
 Mechanical- 2 
 Sign-2 
 Right-of-Way-6 
 Total-20 
 
Animal Control: Animal Complaints: 12 
 Self-Initiated Calls: 7 
 Animals Returned to Owner: 0 
 Impounded Domestic Animals: 0 
 Impounded Wild Animals: 0 
 Verbal Warnings: 2 
 Uniform Citations: 0 
 
  
P&Z ACTIVITY: Final Plat Doorlink 
 Land Disturbance Permit 5700 NW 39th Street 
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